Symmetry reversal in schizophrenia.
Schizophrenia is associated with cortical asymmetries concentrated in the left fronto-temporal hemisphere. In order to look for functional asymmetries between the two hemispheres, the stimulus-response times of patients were split into smaller periods and the interhemispheric and intrahemispheric correlations between these periods were investigated. Three groups were compared to each other: 22 patients with schizophrenia (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edn; DSM-IV) treated with neuroleptics; 24 psychiatric neuroleptic-treated patients without schizophrenia; and 30 healthy subjects. All subjects were investigated by simple (one stimulus-one response) and complex (two stimuli-two responses), auditory and visual, right-hemispheric and left-hemispheric stimulus-response tasks. There were no intrahemispheric but significant interhemispheric correlations between the two auditory and between the two visual time fragments in both the healthy and the neuroleptic control group. In contrast there was a significant intrahemispheric correlation between the auditory and visual time fragment in the left hemisphere of patients with schizophrenia and no interhemispheric correlation between the auditory times. The reduction of the interhemispheric auditory correlation is interpreted as an auditory disintegration, the appearance of the left-hemispheric audiovisual correlation as an audiovisual 'hyperintegration' in patients with schizophrenia. It is questionable as to whether these findings are due to schizophrenia or to the neuroleptic treatment.